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	MVVM Survival Guide for Enterprise Architectures in Silverlight and WPF, 9781849683425 (1849683425), Packt Publishing, 2012


	Rich client development remains one of the most popular forms of application

	development, both from a user and a developer point of view. While nobody denies

	the importance of thin-client interface technologies such as HTML(5), it is clear

	that consumers and enterprises alike enjoy using applications that provide a rich,

	powerful, productive, and sometimes fun experience. Evidence ranges from the

	current App Craze on mobile devices to the long-running history of rich business

	applications deployed by many businesses of all sizes. Many of the most successful

	applications and systems, measured in commercial success and/or popularity, are

	either entirely based on Rich Client technology or make Rich Clients part of the mix.





	If you are a Microsoft developer (and if you are reading this book, the chances

	are that you are), you find yourself in the lucky position of getting a chance to

	use one of the best, if not the best, sets of Rich Client development technologies

	and tools. The paradigm first introduced by WPF (then known under its Avalon

	code name) and the XAML declarative approach have turned out to be a

	super-productive, highly maintainable, and highly reusable approach. The

	technologies are easy to use once the developer gets acquainted with the ideas

	behind the setup of XAML-based systems. It is true that there is a learning curve.

	As an industry, we have used the same UI development paradigm across many

	languages, systems, and even platforms for a very long period of time, reaching

	back all the way to MS DOS. The drop a control on a form, set a few properties, and

	wire up some event handlers approach can be found almost universally in pre-XAML

	scenarios ranging from Visual Basic, to C++, PowerBuilder, Delphi, Visual FoxPro,

	.NET Windows Forms, ASP.NET WebForms, even standalone HTML scenarios, and

	many more. XAML breaks that mold. Yes, you can still employ the old paradigm,

	but you can reap significant benefits by following the new ideas. By reading this

	book, you are well on your way down that path, and you will find that while there

	is a hump in the learning curve you need to get over, there also is a significant

	downward slope on the other side of that hump. While many environments retain

	a high level of difficulty even once you achieve a high degree of familiarity, WPF

	is different in that things tend to be pretty straightforward once you know how to do

	things the right way.
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Building a Windows IT Infrastructure in the Cloud: Distributed Hosted Environments with AWSO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Everybody’s talking about cloud services today. It’s one of the hot new buzzwords, but
	
		most of the conversation is about how to develop custom applications in the cloud.
	
		While that is a really important topic, it ignores another very useful attribute of a distributed
	
		cloud: as a great place to build and...


		

Weighing the World: The Reverend John Michell of Thornhill (Archimedes)Springer, 2011

	The book about John Michell (1724-93) has two parts. The first and longest part is biographical, an account of Michell’s home setting (Nottinghamshire in England), the clerical world in which he grew up (Church of England), the university (Cambridge) where he studied and taught, and the scientific activities he made the center of his...


		

Hormonal Control of Cell Cycle (Research and Perspectives in Endocrine Interactions)Springer, 2007

	This book covers topics that range from fundamental studies of DNA replication, chromosomal and nuclear function through growth factor control of endocrine tumor initiation and progression. The basic and translational insights gained from Hormonal Control of Cell Cycle will be of interest to those studying the biology of endocrine tumors as...





	

Data Mining Techniques in CRM: Inside Customer SegmentationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	A complete and comprehensive handbook for the application of data mining techniques in marketing and customer relationship management. It combines a technical and a business perspective, bridging the gap between data mining and its use in marketing.

	 

	It guides readers through all the...


		

Inside the Microsoft Windows 98 RegistryMicrosoft Press, 1998
Fortunately, most of us don't need to fiddle with the Registry. But if it's your job, this book is the reference you'll want to have close by. The book-and-CD set provides an overview, starting from the baseline tools of the Registry that are directly accessible, like RegEdit and .INF files. Concepts and recurring features of the Registry are...

		

Supply Chain Excellence: A Handbook for Dramatic Improvement Using the SCOR ModelAMACOM, 2003
The first resource available presenting the unique SCOR (Supply Chain Operations Reference) model developed by the Supply-Chain Council, Supply Chain Excellence takes you step-by-step through every moment in the supply chain project lifecycle.

Based on the SCOR Project Roadmap, the book shows how a company can achieve core...
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